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Adjectives Comparative and Superlative 

Worksheet 2 

Choose the correct comparative or superlative adjective to fit in each 

sentence. Underline the correct answer. 

1. This beach is (more relaxed/relaxer) than the one we visited last year. 

2. She is the (adorablest/most adorable) baby I have ever seen in my life. 

3. The baby horse is (clumsier/more clumsy) than his older brother. 

4. This is the most relaxed and (tranquilest/most tranquil) I have ever felt. 

5. The new puppy is (more aggressive/aggressiver) than the older dog. 

6. Grumpy Cat is the (grumpiest/most grumpy) cat on the Internet. 

7. She became (annoyeder/more annoyed) with each minute that passed. 

8. The tree that had to be cut down was the (highest/most high) in the yard. 

9. Mom is going to be (more angry/angrier) if you lie about what happened than 

if you tell the truth. 

10. This dress just seems to be (glamourouser/more glamourous) than the other 

one. 

11. That is the (most fat/fattest) pig I have ever seen on a farm. 

12. The tree is the (skinniest/most skinny) tree in the whole forest. 

13. I felt (more ashamed/ashameder) when I got caught making up a story. 

14. That movie was the (creepiest/most creepy) movie I have ever had to watch! 

15. The silence in the room was the (most deafening/deafeningest). 

16. Would you be (angrier/ more angry) over lost money or lost items? 

17. The sky is (bluer/more blue) today than it looked yesterday. 

18. They are the (most hungry/hungriest) I have seen in weeks. 

19. The music was (louder/more loud) than the teacher. 

20. The was the (most kind/kindest) act I have ever witnessed. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. This beach is (more relaxed/relaxer) than the one we visited last year. 

2. She is the (adorablest/most adorable) baby I have ever seen in my life. 

3. The baby horse is (clumsier/more clumsy) than his older brother. 

4. This is the most relaxed and (tranquilest/most tranquil) I have ever felt. 

5. The new puppy is (more aggressive/aggressiver) than the older dog. 

6. Grumpy Cat is the (grumpiest/most grumpy) cat on the Internet. 

7. She became (annoyeder/more annoyed) with each minute that passed. 

8. The tree that had to be cut down was the (highest/most high) in the yard. 

9. Mom is going to be (more angry/angrier) if you lie about what happened than 

if you tell the truth. 

10. This dress just seems to be (glamourouser/more glamourous) than the other 

one. 

11. That is the (most fat/fattest) pig I have ever seen on a farm. 

12. The tree is the (skinniest/most skinny) tree in the whole forest. 

13. I felt (more ashamed/ashameder) when I got caught making up a story. 

14. That movie was the (creepiest/most creepy) movie I have ever had to watch! 

15. The silence in the room was the (most deafening/deafeningest). 

16. Would you be (angrier/ more angry) over lost money or lost items? 

17. The sky is (bluer/more blue) today than it looked yesterday. 

18. They are the (most hungry/hungriest) I have seen in weeks. 

19. The music was (louder/more loud) than the teacher. 

20. The was the (most kind/kindest) act I have ever witnessed. 
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